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Abstract: The latest technical and interaction advancements that took place in the Virtual Reality
(VR) field have marked a new era, not only for VR, but also for VR locomotion. Although the latest
advancements in VR locomotion have raised the interest of both researchers and users in analyzing
and experiencing current VR locomotion techniques, the field of research on VR locomotion, in its new
era, is still uncharted. In this work, VR locomotion is explored through a systematic literature review
investigating empirical studies of VR locomotion techniques from 2014–2017. The review analyzes
the VR locomotion techniques that have been studied, their interaction-related characteristics and the
research topics that were addressed in these studies. Thirty-six articles were identified as relevant
to the literature review, and the analysis of the articles resulted in 73 instances of 11 VR locomotion
techniques, such as real-walking, walking-in-place, point and teleport, joystick-based locomotion,
and more. Results showed that since the VR revival, the focus of VR locomotion research has been on
VR technology and various technological aspects, overshadowing the investigation of user experience.
From an interaction perspective, the majority of the utilized and studied VR locomotion techniques
were found to be based on physical interaction, exploiting physical motion cues for navigation in
VR environments. A significant contribution of the literature review lies in the proposed typology
for VR locomotion, introducing four distinct VR locomotion types: motion-based, room scale-based,
controller-based and teleportation-based locomotion.
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1. Introduction

Over the last few years, Virtual Reality (VR) has undergone a major hardware-driven revival,
which has had significant effects on the ways users experience and use VR [1,2]. The introduction of the
Oculus Rift Development Kit 1 in 2013 is considered a significant milestone for VR, indicating when the
VR revival took place and when VR became accessible, up-to-date and relevant again [1,3–5]. The low
acquisition cost of VR hardware transformed VR into a widely-accessible and popular technology.
At the same time, the quality of virtual environments increased rapidly, offering realistic graphics and
full immersion, while surpassing the lack of intuitive multi-user capabilities of the past, and pushing
the boundaries of next-generation social platforms [6–8]. From a Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
perspective, the technological revival of VR has produced new and updated interaction metaphors,
designs and tools, thus affecting the resulting user experiences and the research of the field [3].
Overall, the VR revival marked what has been characterized as the “new era of Virtual Reality” [9–11].

VR locomotion, an important interaction component that enables navigation in VR environments,
was heavily affected by the technological change [12,13]. Since the early days of VR, various locomotion
techniques have been developed and studied, targeting seamless and user-friendly navigation in
virtual environments [12,14], while key theoretical models and classifications were developed to
ground the constructive contributions of VR locomotion techniques, such as the taxonomies of
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Bowman et al. [15,16] and Arns [17]. The latest technical and interaction advancements of VR marked
a new era for VR locomotion, as well. As a result, new VR locomotion techniques and related elements
have been developed, and past ones have been significantly updated. For instance, point-and-click
teleportation is now a mainstream VR locomotion technique, fully supported by commercial
Head-Mounted Displays (HMD), such as the HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift [12], while motion-based
locomotion techniques, including swimming, climbing, flying and walking-in-place, have become
more robust and user-friendly [18,19]. Joystick-based locomotion now addresses virtual sickness with
effective dynamic field-of-view adjustments (blinders) [20], and the real-walking locomotion technique,
which was a cumbersome construction for the lab [21], now comes out-of-the-box with commercial
headsets [22,23]. Although the latest advancements in VR locomotion have raised the interest of both
researchers and users (e.g., [24,25]), in terms of understanding, developing, utilizing and experiencing
the VR locomotion techniques, the field of research on VR locomotion, in its new era, is still uncharted.

In this work, the focus is placed on the new era of VR locomotion by exploring the VR locomotion
techniques that have been studied since the VR revival milestone. To do so, a systematic literature
review is conducted, investigating empirical studies of HMD-based VR locomotion techniques from
2014–2017. The aim of the review is to (1) organize and map the VR locomotion research field
in its current form; (2) identify research gaps in the field that warrant further exploration; and
(3) construct new conceptual knowledge that provides the theoretical grounding for future VR
locomotion-related empirical and constructive work. The ultimate intention of this work is for VR
researchers, developers and users to have an overview of the current state-of-the-art techniques in the
VR locomotion research field, to be able to make sense of these techniques and, ultimately, to ground
their future contributions in the herein synthesized theoretical knowledge.

The paper is organized as follows. First, the literature review process is described, followed by an
overview of the reviewed papers (Section 2 and Table 1). Next, the findings from the review process
are presented (Section 3). Finally, a discussion of the key findings and recommendations for future
research are presented, along with implications for the research (Section 4).

2. Method

This study has been undertaken as a systematic literature review based on the original guidelines,
as proposed by Kitchenham [26] and Brereton et al. [27] and implemented by Beecham et al. [28].
In accordance with the guidelines, the following steps were taken:

1. identify the need for a systematic literature review,
2. formulate the research questions of the review,
3. carry out a comprehensive, exhaustive search for primary studies,
4. assess and record the quality of included studies,
5. classify the data needed to answer the research questions,
6. extract data from each included study,
7. summarize and synthesize the study results (meta-analysis),
8. interpret the results to determine their applicability,
9. write-up the study as a report.

To ensure that no important material was overlooked, additional searches of key conference
proceedings, journals and authors were performed directly. Furthermore, secondary searches based on
references found in our primary studies were conducted.

2.1. Research Questions

To assess the current state of the research in the VR locomotion field, the literature review will
address three research questions. Since the VR revival:

• RQ1: Which VR locomotion techniques have been studied?
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• RQ2: Which are the interaction-related characteristics of the studied VR locomotion techniques?
• RQ3: Which VR locomotion-related research topics are being addressed in the reviewed studies?

RQ1 is focusing on identifying the VR locomotion techniques that are directly studied or the
techniques whose elements are studied. To explore further and analyze the retrieved techniques,
their interaction aspects are important, and RQ2 examines those aspects. RQ1 and RQ2 focus on the
interaction of the reviewed techniques, while RQ3 examines the research on these techniques and the
topics it addresses.

2.2. Search Strategy

A systematic search of the literature was performed in the Scopus academic search engine. For the
examined subject, the ACMand IEEE academic databases were considered the most relevant, due to
their focus on HCI issues and technical aspects, respectively. The Scopus engine searches through the
ACM and IEEE databases, along with the databases of other publishers, such as Elsevier, Springer,
Taylor & Francis, Sage, Emerald, Oxford University Press, Cambridge University Press and many more.
Scopus was chosen from among other academic search engines (e.g., Google Scholar, Web of Science)
for the main search process due to its wider coverage of related journals, its flexible result-filtering
capabilities and the consistent accuracy of its results [29,30].

The search was focused on VR locomotion techniques, as supported by empirical studies,
published between the first complete publication year after the VR revival, i.e., January 2014, and the
date of this search, i.e., June 2017. The publications’ abstracts were utilized for the retrieval of relevant
articles, utilizing the following Scopus database advanced-search query string:

ABS ((“locomotion” OR “navigation technique”) AND (“empirical” OR “studied” OR “study”
OR “evaluation” OR “evaluate” OR “examination” OR “examine”) AND (“virtual reality” OR
“virtual environment” OR “virtual world”)) AND (LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR,2017) OR LIMIT-TO
(PUBYEAR, 2016) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2015) OR LIMIT-TO (PUBYEAR, 2014)).

Finally, applicable articles were also identified through backward reference searching,
i.e., by screening the reference lists of the retrieved publications [31]. Scopus, Google Scholar and Web
of Science were utilized for the backward reference searching to run general searches of specific
references and to identify relevant articles.

2.3. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Peer-reviewed articles with the following characteristics, published between January 2014 and
June 2017, were included:

• written in English,
• including at least one VR locomotion technique,
• including a user study that examines direct or indirect aspects of the VR locomotion technique(s),
• having a fully-immersive VR setup, utilizing HMDs.

The peer-review process adds to the credibility and reliability of the publications. The evaluation
of VR locomotion techniques through user studies was considered a significant criterion to present
existing and usable systems beyond the conceptual level. HMD-based, fully-immersive VR was chosen
as the appropriate setup so that the results of the literature review are technologically up-to-date and,
at the same time, are of significance for researchers and for regular users, who now have access to
these low to medium cost solutions.
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Consequently, articles with the following characteristics were excluded:

• utilizing exclusively projection-based, desktop-based or tablet-based virtual environments,
• addressing solely conceptual matters of VR locomotion (theoretical models, frameworks, literature

reviews, etc.),
• not including an empirical, user study,
• utilizing VR locomotion techniques as a technological/research tool for studying a different,

unrelated topic.

2.4. Screening Process and Results

The screening process and its results are visualized in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flowchart of included/excluded articles. HMD, Head-Mounted Display.

The initial search elicited 92 articles (which can be retrieved at
www.boletsis.net/mti2017/scopusresults.pdf), and the initial screening of studies was based
on their full text, excluding noticeably irrelevant studies. In total, 77 articles were identified as
appropriate for inclusion, and they were moved to the second screening round.

For the second round of screening, the full text of the articles identified as appropriate for
inclusion (n = 77) was again retrieved and reviewed. The author, along with an independent expert of
the field, examined a sample of 20 randomly-selected papers from the pool of extracted articles. A 95%

http://www.boletsis.net/mti2017/scopusresults.pdf
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inter-rater agreement on the inclusion/exclusion decision was recorded between the two reviewers.
Disagreements were discussed, and a decision was made. This high level of agreement provided
considerable confidence in the inclusion/exclusion decisions.

In total, 30 articles were identified as appropriate for inclusion after the second screening round.
Then, backward reference searching of the extracted articles’ references took place, resulting in
six articles that fulfilled the inclusion criteria.

Finally, 36 articles were identified as relevant to the current review. The author and the
independent expert reviewed all 36 articles independently. The categories and themes of the review
were conjointly shaped by the two reviewers, based on the data extraction process. The final validation
exercise of the review demonstrated a high level of agreement between the author and the independent
expert (88.8%), and disagreements were discussed and settled.

2.5. Data Collection

The screening process resulted in 36 articles that satisfied the inclusion criteria. The data extracted
from each article were:

• the source and full reference,
• the description and title of the VR locomotion technique(s),
• the interaction aspects of the VR locomotion technique(s) (e.g., interaction type, movement type,

VR interaction space, devices, etc.),
• the research topic of the empirical study.

If data were missing, the study authors were contacted. The two reviewers, i.e., the author and
the independent expert, jointly performed the data extraction process.

2.6. Data Analysis

The collected data were synthesized by identifying themes emanating from information reported
in each accepted paper and related to the research questions. The themes were classified into a
concept matrix to facilitate comparisons. A concept matrix makes the transition from an author- to
concept-centric literature review, provides structure and helps in clarifying the concepts of the review
for the reader [32]. Table 1 shows the concept matrix of the literature review.

The main themes identified in the review and tabulated were:

• the VR locomotion techniques (addressing RQ1),
• the interaction aspects of the techniques (addressing RQ2),
• the research topics of the empirical studies (addressing RQ3).

The identification of the VR locomotion techniques, their interaction aspects and the empirical
studies’ research topics were based on the description provided in the articles, as crosschecked
with other related and/or reviewed publications in the field to establish their scientific soundness,
mainly towards nomenclature and interaction features. Then, the identified themes were normalized
and classified so they would be easily comparable and so they would fit into the concept matrix in a
valid and lossless way. Comparative studies that included two or more locomotion techniques were
tabulated in a respective number of rows.
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Table 1. The literature review.
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1. Grechkin et al., 2014 [33] X X X X X
X X X X

2. Skopp et al., 2014 [34] X X X X X
X X X X

3. Nilsson et al., 2014a [35] X X X X X X
4. Nilsson et al., 2014b [36] X X X X X X
5. Nilsson et al., 2014c [37] X X X X X
6. Bruder and Steinicke, 2014 [22] X X X X X

7. Caggianese et al., 2014 [38] X X X X X
X X X X

8. Harris et al., 2014 [39]
X X X X X X
X X X X

X X X X
9. Nescher et al., 2014 [40] X X X X X
10. Nabiyouni et al., 2015a [41] X X X X X X

11. Nabiyouni et al., 2015b [42]
X X X X X X

X X X X
X X X X

12. Bruder et al., 2015 [43] X X X X X X
13. Schmidt et al., 2015 [44] X X X X X X
14. Kruijff et al., 2015 [45] X X X X X X X
15. De la Rubia and Diaz-Estrella, 2015 [46] X X X X X X
16. Zank and Kunz, 2015 [47] X X X X X

17. Langbehn et al., 2015 [48] X X X X X X X
X X X X

18. McCullough et al., 2015 [49]
X X X X X

X X X X
X X X X

19. Bozgeyikli et al., 2016a [23] X X X X X
X X X X

20. Borrego et al., 2016 [50] X X X X X X
21. Zank and Kunz, 2016 [51] X X X X X

22. Tregillus and Folmer, 2016 [52] X X X X X
X X X X

23. Sun et al., 2016 [53] X X X X X

24. Bozgeyikli et al., 2016b [54]

X X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X

X X X X
X X X X
X X X X

X X X X
X X X X

25. Kruijff et al., 2016 [55] X X X X X X X
X X X X

26. Bozgeyikli et al., 2016c [12]
X X X X X X

X X X X
X X X X
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Table 1. Cont.
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27. Nishi et al., 2016 [56] X X X X X X

28. Ferracani et al., 2016 [18]

X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X

29. Argelaguet and Maignant, 2016 [57] X X X X X X

30. Wilson et al., 2016 [19]
X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X

31. Fernandes and Feiner, 2016 [20] X X X X X X

32. Cardoso, 2016 [58]
X X X X X

X X X X
X X X X

33. Paris et al., 2017 [59]
X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X

34. Xu et al., 2017 [60]
X X X X X
X X X X

X X X X
35. Fisher et al., 2017 [61] X X X X X

36. Kitson et al., 2017 [62]

X X X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X
X X X X

3. Results

3.1. VR Locomotion Techniques

The literature review documented 73 instances of 11 locomotion techniques in the 36 reviewed
empirical studies. The main features of the 11 documented VR locomotion techniques are presented
as follows.

• Real-walking: The user walks freely inside a limited physical space. The user’s position and
orientation are determined, usually by tracking the HMD’s position [22,33] or the user’s limb
movements [44,46,50].

• Walking-in-place: The user performs virtual locomotion by walking in place, i.e., using step-like
movements while remaining stationary. The user’s limb movements can be tracked, or stepping
and treadmill-like input devices, such as the Stepper Machine [54] and VirtuSphere [34], can be
used to register the step-like movements and translate them into VR motion [48,52].

• Controller/joystick: The user uses a controller to direct the movement in the virtual environment.
The kind of controller can range from a simple joystick [42,54] to a game controller [20,34,42],
a keyboard [57] or a trackball [54].

• Gesture-based: The user makes gestures to direct virtual movement. The various gestures
(such as tap [18], push [18] and flying [54]) are tracked by input devices, such as the Leap Motion
or Microsoft Kinect, and translated into VR motion [18,54,58].
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• Teleportation: The user points to where he/she wants to be in the virtual world, and the virtual
viewpoint is instantaneously teleported to that position. The visual “jumps” of teleportation result
in virtual motion being non-continuous [54]. The pointing can take place by using a controller [60]
or making a pointing gesture [12,54].

• Redirected walking: The user walks freely inside a limited physical space, while being able
to explore unlimited virtual environments by employing so-called redirection techniques.
These techniques try to introduce an unnoticeable mismatch between the user’s real and virtual
movements to compress the larger virtual environment into a limited tracking space [40,47].

• Arm swinging: Users swing their arms while remaining stationary, and their arm movements are
translated into VR motion [18,19,49]. The arm movements can be tracked by body-tracking devices
(e.g., Microsoft Kinect [18]) or wearable and held devices (e.g., armbands and controllers [19,49]).

• Reorientation: The user walks freely inside a limited physical space, while being able to explore
unlimited virtual environments by employing so-called reorientation. The reorientation is
achieved by modifying the rotational gain of the users, so they physically turn around when they
meet the boundaries of the physical space, thus allowing for continued travel in both worlds [59].

• Head-directed: The user uses head movements of the HMD to control movement. The VR
motion speed can be fixed or it can be controlled by the forward/backward pitching of the user’s
head [52,58,62].

• Human joystick: The user stands and leans on a sensing board (e.g., Wii balance board) to
produce forward, backward and sideways (strafing) motions, as well as turning during forward
motion [39,55].

• Chair-based: The user sits on a stool chair, which acts as an input device, and the stool rotation
and tilt are translated into VR forward/backward and turning motions [62]. The technique can
have various implementations (such as NaviChair, MuvMan, Swivel Chair [62]).

The walking-in-place locomotion technique was the most utilized (17 instances), followed by the
controller/joystick-enabled locomotion technique (15 instances). The 11 locomotion techniques and
their number of instances, as documented from the 36 reviewed articles, are visualized in Figure 2.
These results answer RQ1.

Figure 2. The 11 locomotion techniques and their number of instances, as documented from the
36 reviewed articles.
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3.2. Interaction Aspects

To address RQ2, the interaction aspects of the reviewed locomotion techniques were extracted.
The resulted interaction-related themes were: the interaction type, the VR motion type and the VR
interaction space.

The interaction type of the VR locomotion technique describes the way in which the user triggers
VR navigation. Therefore, locomotion can be physical, i.e., exploiting physical motion cues for
navigation and translating natural movement to VR motion through some kind of body tracking, or it
can be artificial, i.e., utilizing input devices to direct VR motion and navigation [63]. The literature
review documented that 47 out of the 73 reviewed locomotion techniques implemented physical
interaction, whereas 26 were artificial.

The VR motion type assesses the nature of the user’s motions in the VR environment. It can be
characterized as continuous, supporting smooth, uninterrupted movement in the virtual environment,
or non-continuous, providing instantaneous, non-continuous movement transitions [57]. The majority
of the reviewed locomotion techniques (n = 68) implemented continuous VR motion, with only five
having implemented non-continuous motion.

Finally, VR locomotion techniques can operate in an open VR interaction space, supporting
navigation in a virtual environment that surpasses the limits of the real environment, or they can
provide limited interaction space capabilities due to the limitations that the physical environment
places on the size of the virtual one [12]. The majority of the reviewed locomotion techniques supported
open VR interaction spaces (n = 64), and nine of them supported limited ones.

3.3. Research Topics

To address RQ3, the research topics of the reviewed studies were extracted, resulting in the main
themes of usability, User Experience (UX), user perception and technical aspects.

Usability refers to the ease of use of the VR locomotion technique by the users, while UX
represents “a turn to experience” [64], focusing on the experience of the users with the VR locomotion
technique [65]. The effect of the VR locomotion technique on user perception is also a documented topic
that relates to physiological responses while using the VR locomotion technique and that addresses
such issues as object location memory, as well as motion, distance, time and speed perception in VR
environments [66]. Technical aspects refer to pure technical performances and objective measurements
from user sessions with the VR locomotion technique.

Of the 73 reviewed studies, 23 studied the usability of the techniques, 13 studied the UX with
the techniques, 14 focused on the effect of the VR locomotion techniques on user perception and
eight studied the technical performances of the techniques. Naturally, more than one topic could be
addressed in each study, leading to interesting observations that are analyzed further in Section 4.

4. Discussion

In the past, the field of VR locomotion has been quite diverse, with various hardware, software,
and environments combined to form VR locomotion techniques [15]. This diversity made the
conceptual contributions of the research field challenging, possibly because it was extremely difficult
for researchers to find a common ground on which to compare or review VR locomotion techniques
under an “umbrella” concept. That could be the reason there has not yet been a general VR locomotion
literature review. In general, the current systematic literature review showed that the VR revival and
the devices that were introduced recently offered a level of technical homogeneity for VR locomotion
techniques, thus providing a common ground and allowing for the comparison and analysis of
these techniques. Naturally, during the course of this review, a number of challenging issues had to
be dealt with (described in Section 4.4) to establish that the reviewed studies could be utilized for
meaningful results, while respecting and emphasizing the interaction-oriented nature of the review.
Nevertheless, the author’s general feeling following this review is that the new era of VR locomotion
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finds the field mature and homogeneous enough for researchers to map it and to develop further
significant conceptual knowledge for the research community and the public.

4.1. VR Locomotion Techniques and Interaction Aspects

Several observations can be made from the reviewed and studied VR locomotion techniques.
First, walking-in-place and controller/joystick-based locomotion are the most studied techniques,

and they are are the main representatives of two different interaction types: physical vs. artificial.
Considering the sum of the reviewed locomotion techniques, physical interaction in VR locomotion
is much more utilized and studied, as it can trigger intuitive user responses, and it may not add an
extra cognitive load with motion instructions. On the other hand, artificial interaction allows for
a less physically-intense experience, with the user being stationary and simply using a controller;
however, it can be cognitively intense, and it can lead more easily to VR sickness [20]. That may well
be the reason that artificial interaction is less utilized in the reviewed studies. The literature review also
showed an overwhelming preference for continuous VR motion in open VR environments, which could
be explained by the fact that those conditions allow for a consistent VR presence, unconstrained by
visual disruptions (e.g., visual “jumps”) or space size limitations.

Another important observation is that the VR teleportation technique is not studied or utilized as
much. Bearing in mind that teleportation is one of the dominant VR locomotion techniques utilized in
many VR applications and games and that it comes out-of-the-box with current commercial systems,
such as the HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift, one would expect more empirical studies utilizing and
studying the technique. However, this is not the case, and this represents a discovered gap that can be
addressed by future studies on VR locomotion.

Finally, even though the resulting interaction-related themes of the review (Section 3.2) concern
the new era of VR locomotion, similarities can be drawn between them and the previously established
conceptual work of the field. Bowman et al.’s taxonomy [15] introduced the components of virtual
traveling (direction, velocity and input conditions). The VR motion type shares common characteristics
with the component of input conditions, i.e., the way in which the technique specifies VR motion.
Moreover, in an expanded version of Bowman et al.’s framework [16], the size of the environment was
considered significant for the performance of the VR locomotion technique, a characteristic represented
in the theme of VR interaction space. Arns’ work [17] on extending Bowman et al.’s taxonomy
and introducing the concept of physical and virtual interaction regarding the rotation of the virtual
environment and the translation of the user’s viewpoint presents common elements with the interaction
type theme. Naturally, the resulting interaction-related themes only share common roots with the
conceptual works mentioned above, not only because of their different methodological approaches
(with the current work being a literature review and those being taxonomies and frameworks), but also
because those works took place decades ago; since then, VR locomotion has changed and advanced
significantly. Nevertheless, the interaction core of VR locomotion has remained, and three significant
elements were identified in this study, paving the way for further conceptual contributions (Section 4.3).

4.2. Research Topics

The review of research topics revealed a strong focus on usability when it comes to VR locomotion.
However, the study of user experience and user perception when navigating VR environments seems
overlooked. In general, the results show a system-centric instead of a user-centric research approach
when it comes to the study of VR locomotion issues. The research topics of usability and technical
aspects can be considered to offer a system-centric research approach, examining the VR locomotion
technology itself, while user experience and user perception to provide a user-centric research approach,
investigating how users experience the VR locomotion systems. Under this categorization, 14 studies
adopted a system-centric research approach; seven studies were user-centric; and 15 followed a mixed
approach, combining both. Most of the studies were mixed, focusing their research on both the
technology and the user of the VR locomotion system. However, when it comes to pure system-centric
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vs. user-centric approaches, it is obvious that the main research focus is on the VR locomotion system
and technology, overshadowing the VR locomotion user. From this review, one could conclude that
the technology surrounding VR locomotion techniques is adequately studied, and it has matured
over these years. As a future suggestion, an outside-in approach could be adopted, shifting the focus
from the technology to the user and empirically studying his/her experience with VR locomotion
even further.

Another research-related observation has to do with the number of comparative, empirical studies
that were reviewed. Half of the reviewed empirical studies (18 of 36) were comparative. Judging by
the number and examining it in terms of what it means for the field, there could be a “glass being
half-empty or half-full” kind of argument. However, if this observation is combined with the need
for more user-centric research, then a future increase in the number of comparative, empirical studies
would potentially strengthen the field, allowing researchers to investigate several different forms of
VR locomotion and their effect on users at the same time.

4.3. VR Locomotion Typology

The results of the literature review allowed for the classification of the VR locomotion
techniques, which are supported by empirical studies that have been conducted since the VR revival.
The documentation of the techniques’ interaction aspects led to the development of the classification
categories, i.e., interaction type, VR motion type and VR interaction space. Consequently, the
documented VR locomotion techniques were assigned to the classification categories, creating four
distinct VR locomotion types, which are visualized in Figure 3:

• Motion-based: The VR locomotion techniques under this type utilize some kind of physical
movement to enable interaction, while supporting continuous motion in open VR spaces. This VR
locomotion type includes such techniques as walking-in-place, redirected walking, arm swinging,
gesture-based locomotion and reorientation.

• Room scale-based: This VR locomotion type utilizes physical movement to enable interaction, and
it supports continuous motion (as with the motion-based type); however, the interaction takes
place in VR environments whose size is limited by the real environment’s size. The nomenclature
for this locomotion type comes from the room-scale VR technology, which presents these
interaction features [67]. The real-walking locomotion technique falls under this type.

• Controller-based: For this VR locomotion type, controllers are utilized to move the user
artificially in the VR environment. The VR interaction space is open, and the motion is
continuous. This type includes such techniques as joystick-based, human joystick, chair-based
and head-directed locomotion.

• Teleportation-based: The VR locomotion techniques under this type utilize artificial interactions in
open VR spaces with non-continuous movement, as the user’s virtual viewpoint is instantaneously
teleported to a predefined position by utilizing visual “jumps”. Point and teleport is a VR
locomotion technique that falls under this type.

The proposed typology manages to present four distinct types of VR locomotion. Motion-based
locomotion differs from room scale-based in terms of the VR interaction space, while controller-based
locomotion differs from teleportation-based in terms of the VR motion type. Motion-based and room
scale-based locomotion differ from controller-based and teleportation-based locomotion in terms of
their interaction type. Furthermore, the analysis of the reviewed VR locomotion techniques showed that
techniques with physical interaction presented solely continuous VR motion, while artificial techniques
were exclusively facilitating navigation in open, unlimited VR environments. Naturally, this feature of
the proposed typology could be revised in future versions of the review, in case a new or updated VR
locomotion technique does not fit under the extracted typology categories.
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Figure 3. The VR locomotion typology.

The proposed typology can be a useful tool for researchers and users who want to present and
describe the features of a VR locomotion technique utilizing a standardized description that clearly
distinguishes one technique from another. The fact that the typology originates from the reviewed and
studied locomotion techniques of the last three years provides an up-to-date character to the proposed
VR locomotion types. These types can serve as a common ground for researchers of HCI and VR and
the public who uses these systems to communicate the interaction aspects and functionalities that
were previously difficult to describe and classify, thus enhancing the field’s social impact. At the same
time, the proposed VR locomotion typology, along with the systematic literature review, can affect
positively the problem-solving capacity of HCI research in the VR field. Both works constitute a
part of the conceptual work that has been highly needed in the HCI-in-VR field since the VR revival,
addressing the organization of existing knowledge and the creation of concepts that can facilitate
communication between research hypotheses and constructive work, i.e., designs [3].

4.4. Study Limitations

The diverse nature of the various VR locomotion techniques and their accompanying empirical
studies presented challenges, leading to a series of compromises and assumptions that could also be
perceived as limitations of this literature review.

First, a VR locomotion technique can integrate two or more locomotion techniques to facilitate
navigation. For instance, point and teleport [12] utilizes gesture-based interaction to point to where
the user wants to go, and the main motion takes place through teleportation. Naturally, these kinds of
integrations include a dominant interaction metaphor. In this review, the VR locomotion techniques
that integrate elements from other techniques were analyzed based on their dominant interaction
aspects. In the aforementioned example, point and teleport was categorized as a teleportation-based
technique, despite its gesture-based interaction aspects.

A second compromise has to do with the analysis of research topics. The categorization of a study
as a usability, user experience, user perception or technical study took place following a Boolean logic,
without examining the extent to which those topics were covered. For instance, even if only one aspect
of the user experience was examined in a study (e.g., the sense of a user’s VR presence [46]) along with
a series of usability issues, the study was registered as having both a user experience and usability
research topic. Naturally, it would be challenging, if not impossible or invalid, to quantify the extent to
which research topics are covered. However, the followed Boolean approach might be considered a
limitation of this systematic literature review.

Another limitation has to do with the normalization process that had to take place when shaping
the research topic themes. The topics stand at a high description level, covering the research from
a wide perspective, i.e., whether it is usability, user experience, etc. The main reason for that is
that during the analysis, the majority of studies were focusing on general usability or several forms
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of the user experience. Even if some studies where addressing specific research topics, acting at a
lower, more-focused level (e.g., reducing the unintended positional drift during walking-in-place
locomotion [35,37]), the fact that many more studies were assessing topics at a higher level (e.g., [42])
led the review analysis of research topics to be performed at a normalized, high level, so that it covers
all studies equally.

Moreover, the results of the reviewed, empirical studies were not included in the review as part of
the research topics. The logic behind this decision was that the study results would completely move
the shift from the VR locomotion techniques and their interaction aspects to the studies themselves and
their characteristics (sample size, methodology, study design, etc.), while it would require a much more
complex normalization process so that all results are comparable. Undoubtedly, a future extension of
the review can move in that direction and extensively investigate the quality of research in the field.

Finally, the database query of the review is based on a predefined set of search terms. The defined
search strategy conforms to the established procedures for systematic literature reviews [26],
breaking down and addressing the research questions, while ensuring the reproducibility of the
search. However, with VR being a dynamic technical and research field, predefined sets of search
terms might not be able to cover the number of works that utilize new or unestablished terminology.

5. Conclusions

The presented systematic literature review shed more light on the new era of VR locomotion,
analyzing state-of-the-art VR locomotion techniques and their empirical studies. Results showed
that after the VR revival milestone, the focus of VR locomotion research is on physical interaction
for navigating open VR environments with continuous motion, which is a format that can be further
utilized in future studies or as a starting point for addressing and researching the field’s less-researched
areas, e.g., exploring artificial, teleportation-based techniques. Moreover, on the research side,
the literature review also revealed the need for more user-centric, empirical research approaches,
potentially under comparative settings.

Overall, the presented literature review provides researchers and developers with much
interaction-related information regarding the studied VR locomotion techniques, so they are able
to base their future designs on solid theoretical knowledge. This work, apart from organizing
the field and documenting the research around this significant VR-related topic, synthesizes new
conceptual knowledge, i.e., the proposed typology of VR locomotion techniques, which can be of
use for researchers and users, acting as a keystone on which interested parties can build using their
opinions and contributions.

Future work will address the quality of the research in the VR locomotion field, focusing further
on the studies’ characteristics (as stated in Section 4.4). Furthermore, the proposed typology will be
updated based on future advancements, always aiming at making VR locomotion research accessible
and useful to researchers and users.
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